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DUTIES OF A QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT IN PEACE. 

By CAPTAIN (QUARTERMASTER) J. G. EVES, M.B.E., 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THIS article deals with the duties in a Quartermaster's Department in 
peace. 

The duties might-be summarized under the following general headings :
(1) Charge of the buildings, quarters,barrack rooms and enclosures of 

a military hospital and company, RA.M.C., and the fixtures contained 
therein. 

(2) Arrangements for the supply and maintenance of, and the accounting 
for, all equipment, barrack, medical and ordnance. 

(3)' The indenting and accounting for: (a) Diets and extras ordered 
for patients in hospital; and (b) rations for the RA.M.C. personnel. 

(4) The submission of indents for fuel and light, disinfectants, etc., and 
accounting for them. 

(5) Hospital charges. 

(1) BUILDINGS, QUARTERS, BARRACK ROOMS AND ENCLOSURES. 

All buildings; quarters, etc., are taken over from the Officer ijc Barracks 
by the Quartermaster on behalf of the O.C. and held on charge by the O.C. 
Unit. A statement of all the rooms, etc., contained in· the barrack and 
hospital buildings is detailed on Army Form G. 1062. This forni is made Regns. S.T.&B. 

. d li t d' d b hOC U' d h Offi 'j B k Services 1930, out ill Up ca e an slgne y t e .. mt an t e cer 1 c arrac s. para. 647. 

One copy is kept by the O.C. Unit and the other "by the Officer ijc Barracks, 
and the statements are verified annually. This verification takes place just 
before the Officer ijc Barracks carries out his annual inspection. 

Once the O.C. Unit takes over any building he is responsible for its 
care and maintenance and deals direct with the Garrison Engineer in this 
connexion. 

Each room in a building or quarter is generally provided with aninventoty ~930~ ;a:~s.~6 
of RE. fixtures, and one of the duties of a Quartermaster, in so far as the Re~~9·M.S.A. 
hospital and barrack buildings are concerned, is to make a periodical inspec- },~&~: K~\~~~: 
tion of them and where damages or deficiencies are noted to fix if possible 1937, para. 127. 

individual responsibility. In a place like a military hospital where the 
occupants of the various wards and departments are continuously changing 
it is often impossible to fix the blame on any particular person. . 

Where loss or damage can be traced the matter is reported to the Garrison ~ifo!sp;;~:~~~: 
Engineer on Army Form P. 1923 and the individuals are charged. 

It may be well to mention at this stage that as a general rule the occupants 
of War Department buildings are regarded as being ill the position of tenants 
of a civilian landlord who expects all broken glass to be made good at the. 
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26 Duties of a Quartermaster's Department in Peace 

~e~~3~'Sp:!: expense of his tenants. Glass is hot replaced in War Department buildings 
122. at the public expense as a matter of course on the grounds of damage by 

storm, or· that the persons who did the damage are unknown. Normally 
the unit must collect the cos~ from someone or suffer the Joss. . 

On the other hand the regulations do relax to some extent in this respect; 
for example', at some stations gales spring up with considerable force with 
little or no warning. Doors, windows and fanlights bang to and the electric 
lights swing about with consequent breakages' of window panes and opal 
lamp shades. Doors and windows when open should, however, always be 
secured by the hooks and eyes which are generally provided for the purpose, 
so it is always difficult to get charges through on that score, but cases do 
arise when subh breakages occur through unavoidable circumstances, and 
when this happens the matter is reported on Army Form K.1306 if urgent, 
or on Army Form K.1308 if not urgent, to the Garrison Engineer. 

fira~ E~~'l~: On these forms the nature of the repair required is shown an~ a statement 
"p of the circumstances in which the damage occurred is given, the C.O. adding 

a certificate to the effect that he is satisfied that all reasonable precal,ltions 
to prevent damage were taken, that is, windows, doors and jalousies were 
at the time properly fastened. If the Garrison Engineer agrees, all well and 
good, the damage is repaired at the public expense. Sometimes, however, 

Regns. E.S·
12
Pt
5
· he does not agree, in which case the C.O. has the right of appeal to head-

1,1930, para • . 
quarters. Q 

There are many losses and damages to R.E. fixtures in a military hospital 
which are not due to the elements and which, on the other hand, cannot 
be traced to individuals, and these have to form the subject of a proportionate 
charge against units whose sick have been treated in the hospital during the' 
period in which the losses or damages took place. 

These items are generally dealt with once a quarter and the procedure 
in brief is this :-

Particulars of the various losses or damages are given in detail on Army 
Form P.1923 and sent to the Garrison Engineer who carries out the replace
ment or repair and reports the cost to the O.C. hospital. 

The O.C. hospital (actually the Quartermaster) divides the cost amongst 
Regns. E.S. Pt. h .. d d' h . b f h' h 
1,1930, para 128. t e varIOUS umts concerne accor mg to t e num er ot err men w 0 

have been under treatment and sends the detail back to the Garrison Engineer 
who then sends it to the Garrison Adjutant and he notifies the units in 
garrison orders the amounts to be paid to the public. 

So much for losses and d~mages. Now a few words on repairs. 
There are two classes of repairs, namely normal and urgent. 
Urgent repairs are reported immediately on Army Form K.1306 and 

are generally confined to repairs affecting water, gas, and electricity. There 
are exceptions to this; for example if the key of the ward medicine cupboard 
is lost and the cupboard cannot be opened, then action has to be taken 
straight away. In this respect the Quartermaster has to use his discretion. 

Normal repairs are reported monthly on Army Form K.1308 and the 
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J. G. Eves 27 

repairs are carried out by the R.E. as and when the labour at their disposal 
permits. -

The following are a few of the more important. things to watch when 
taking over any class of building; for example lavatory basins,water-closet 
pans, baths and sinks. These are expensive items which easily get damaged, 
so it is well to make sure that they are sound before taking over. 

Keys are another source of trouble; they are constantly getting lost, and, 
as it is difficult to fix the blame, it is as well to ensure that all locks have 
properly fitting keys. Yale locks are usually provided with three keys, and 
locks to stores generally have two. Duplicate keys for ordinary door locks 
are not provided. There seems to be a popular impression that the Quarter
master holds a duplicate key for every door, but this is not so. If the key 
to an ordinary locked door is lost the only thing the Quartermaster can do 
is to call in the help of the R.E.'s to open it, and this is usually managed 
by force. 

A note should be made of broken or cracked window panes. Ensure that' 
the individual from whom the building is taken over accepts responsibility 
for their replacement. 

It may be found ill taking over buildings, quarters, etc., that all the R.E. 
fixtures are not shown on the inventory boards, but only those which could 
easily be removed. Such items as sinks, lavatory basins, water-closet pans, 
water cisterns and pipes are not usually shown. 

It may be interesting to know what can be done in the way of redecoration, f.egf~30~·~a~f~ 
for instance, to public quarters. The.external painting of wood and iron "L." 

work may be done every four years at home stations and every two or three 
years at stations abroad. Internal painting is normally done once in eight 
years. 

In the case of a change in the occupancy of officers' quarters, internal 
painting up to one-eighth and external painting up to one-fourth of the 
total respective costs of these periodical services may be incurred for each 
year that has elapsed since they were last done. 

In the case of all quarters, one coat of distemper may, if necessary, be 
applied on change of occupancy provided that not less than one year has 
elapsed since it was last done. 

Rooms in which infectious diseases have occurred may (after disinfection) 
be redistempered and repainted on the certificate of an officer of the R.A.M.C . 
. that the work is necessary. 

In addition to the periodical inspection made by the Quartermaster, 
inspections are carried out by the Royal Engineers for the purpose of noting f.e~93J,'·Sj,:!: 
and carrying out maintenance services. The dates of these inspections are 118 (ii). 

published in garrison orders. 
There are actually two classes of R.E. Services, namely Capital Services, Re g n s. E.S. 

which comprise new works and additions, and Maintenance Services, which ni~'~JM~a. 
include repairs and periodical services. 

These are further split up into Part I, Part Il, and Part III Services. 
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28 Duties of a Quartermaster's Department ~n Peace 

Generally speaking Part I deals with services costing £2,500 and upwards. 
Part II deals with new works likely to cost less than £2,500. Under 

this heading it might be mentioned that in some commands the D.D.MB. 
calls for a list of Part II Services which the O.C. wants carried out, and the 
items have to be put down in order of priority. As stated above, these 
comprise new works or additions, for example, additional buildings, additions 
to existing buildings, structural alterations to wards and departments. 

Such demands are considered by higher authority, who may approve or 
not, as much depends on the urgency of the services and the availability of 
funds. ' 

(2) EQUIPMENT-BARRAOK, MEDIOAL, AND ORDNANOE. 

This heading deals with the supply and maintenance of, and accounting 
for, all equipment, barrack, medical, and ordnance. 

(a) Barrack Equipment. 

Barrack equipment includes furniture, linen, bedding, hospital clothing, 
fire appliances, electric bulbs, etc .. 

Regns. M.S.A. .. All such equipment for use in a hospital or in barrack rooms is provided 
;!~83f6~s. 325 by the Officer ijc Barracks in accordance with the scales laid down in hospital 

or barrack schedules. Hospital schedules deal generally with the wards 
and various departments which go to make up a military hospital, and barrack 
schedules with such places as officers' and soldiers' quarters, messes, nursing 
sisters' quarters, churches, schools, libraries. 

f9:lW,sj,~'~21: Each of the wards, departments, rooms, etc., in these places, is invariably 
. ~T.i·930~j,~~~ provided with an inventory board, on wl).ich is shown the articles held on 
~~s. S.T.&B. charge. In addition, in the case of hospitals, Army Book 126 A., more 
~~~j~~?,paras. commonly known as the" long roll," is also maintained, and this is kept 

in the Quartermaster's office. A copy of this long roll is also held by the 
Officer ijc Barracks. This long roll is actually a complete inventory by 
wards and departments, of the whole of the barrack equipment held on 
charge by the hospital. No alteration can be made to the entries in the 
long roll or to the entries on the inventory boards except by the Officer i/c 
Barracks or his representative, and each alteration has to be initialled by 
one of them. 

~.s~m·o~·;';"~ Issues in excess of the scales laid down cannot be made without the 
637. approval of the G.O.C., and even then they are subject to review every six 

months. . 
Apart from the scale of stores allowed specifically for the various wards' 

and departments of a. military hospital, hospital schedule No. 24 gives a 
list of additional equipment which is allowed for the hospital as a whole. 
This equipment is held on charge in the linen store, and includes such items 
as linen and bedding, crockery and cutlery, patients' hospital clothing, 
measure glasses, hot-water bottles, and the various other articles which a 
ward needs to hold on loan according to its requirements. 
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J. G. Eves 29 

In wards nursed by the Q.A.I.M.N.S. the matron takes over' and is Regns. M.S.A. 
. • . • 1938, paras. 223 
responsible to the Quartermaster for the whole of the bedding and eqmp- and 224 

ment held on charge. A bedding book, A.B.M, is maintained, and this is . 
signed monthly by the matron. 

The bedding and equipment in wards and departments not nursed by ~iS7, :~~;~Wi 
the Q.A.I.M.N.S. are held on charge by the N.C.Os. or orderlies concerned. and 238. 

In addition to these there are also held on charge items purchased either 
;under the official shilling-a-bed fund or from private funds. The shilling- Mtpe~!7'IT~ 
a-bed fund is authorized by Allowance Regulations. For example in a 717. 

military hospital of 100 equipped beds £5 is allowed to be spent each 
financial year on articles which are likely to give greater comfort to the 
sick, but which are not authorized by schedules (hospital). The bills are 
submitted to Headquarters for approval, and payment is made by the 
Command Paymaster. 

It can.be readily appreciated that to keep the equipment straight frequent 
inspections are necessary, p'articularly in the military hospital where there 

. are items on charge under four headings; namely :-
(1) The normal barrack equipment for the ward or department. 
(2) Linen and bedding. 
(3) Other articles on permanent or temporary loan from the linen store. 
(4) Articles purchased from the shilling-a-bed and other fll:Ilds. 
A further duty of the Quartermaster in connexion with barrack equip- ~.S~r930~p~ 

ment is to arrange for its exchange when it becomes unserviceable or requires 691. 

repair. This includes the changing of burnt-out electric bulbs. These 
exchanges are usually made once a month, and Army Form F.765 is used 
for the transaction. Articles of barrack equipment for exchange are not 
accepted into barrack store unless they are in a clean condition. 

Electric lamps can be exchanged provided only the filament is burnt Regns. S.T.& 

out. If they are broken in any way then the matter becomes one to be ~8~·(~~30, para. 

dealt with according to circumstances, that is on Army Form I. 1229 if an 
accidental breakage, or on Army Book 51 if chargeable against an individual. 

Whilst on the subject of barrack equipment it would be well to mention 
the most important function of the linen store, and that is the procedure for 
the exchange of soiled linen, clothing, etc., for clean articles. Ordinarily 
this is done at the barrack stores once a week, and Army Book 200 is used 
for the purpose. 

The procedure Qriefly is this :-
Army Book 200 is prepared by,the sister or orderly in charge of the ward, ~9~7, :';"~:~i~: 

giving details of the numbers of clean articles of linen, bedding, and clothing 
required in exchange for soiled items. This is taken to the linen storekeeper 
who issues the clean articles and retains the copy of A.B.200 until the equiva-
lent number of soiled articles has been received. The soiled linen from the 
. wards and departments is collected in the foul linen store and is exchanged 
once a week with the Expense Store Accountant. 

The linen storekeeper in carrying out these exchanges has to keep a 
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30 Duties of a Quartermaster's Department in Peace' 

sharp look-out for any articles which are, for example, not of Army pattern, 
badly stained, or which in any way appear to have been used for an improper 
purpose. For instance it is' sometimes found that medicine cloths have 
been used for washing the floors, and dusters for cleaning brass work. This 
sort of thing raises complaints from the laundry people, who cannot get 
the articles clean, and causes considerable difficulty with the barrack'depart
ment who, quite rightly, raise objections to exchanging them, as articles are, 
after all, supposed to be used only for the purpose for which they are issued. 

It is also the duty of the linen storekeeper to see that the articles received 
S.o. R.A.M.C. back from the Expense Store Accountant are in a serviceable' condition, have 
1937, para. 216. • , 

been properly washed, and are correct in number and deSCrIptIOn. The 
transaction between the linen storekeeper and the Expense Store Accountant 
is also carried out on Army Book 200. These weekly exchanges between the 
hospital and the Expense Store Accountant are entered into Army Book 175, 
which is the hospital bedding and clothing account and washing book. 

According to regulations the washing book ~hould be totalled up once a; 

s.o. R.A.M.C. month and the numbers of each article of linen and bedding entered on Army 
1937, para. 214. • 

Form F.702 and each article of clothmg on Army Form F.762. (In some 
Commands it is done once a week.) These forms, whicl;Vi.ctually show all 
washing transactions throughout the month or week as the case may be, are 
signed by the O.C. and transmitted to the Officer ijc Barracks .. 

All article's of clothing, bedding and linen used in venereal disease wards 
are kept quite distinct both in the linen store and on the washing lists, and 
the articles have to be disinfected before they are handed over to the Expense 
Store Accountant for washing. A certificate to that effect is entered on both 
Army Forms F.702 and F.762. 

~9~7,:";'~:~2~: The stocktakuig of the linen store is carried out onc@a month and a stock-
taking report (Army Form 1.1227) is made out. 

This form is completed so as to account for every article held on charge, 
and the top line of each sheet gives the number of articles under the various 
headings according to the inventory. Then underneath are shown, for 
example, articles in the foul linen store, at the disinfector, those covered 
by accidental breakage certificates, personal charge, articles due from barrack 
store, those on permanent or temporary loan to wards and departments, 
on charge to the matron in the bedding book, and in possession of patients 
in hospital. The total of these items under the various headings when 
deducted from the number held on charge, represents what should actually 
be in store on the day of stocktaking. Every item in the linen store is then 
counted and the result entered on the stocktaking report. 

This is a fairly long and tedious job. 

(b) Medical Equipment. 

The scales of medical equipment allowed for tlie various medical units 
and special departments of a military hospital are laid down in Appendices 
25 to 37 of the Regulations for the Medical Services of the Army, 1938. 
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J. G. Eves 31 

In military hospitaIS of over forty beds this equipment is accounted for fil8,spa~·~5t 
in loose-leaf ledgers, Army Forms 1.1211 for drugs, and Army Form I.1212 
for other medical equipment. 

In the case of military hospitals of forty beds and under and other small 
medical units, a small bound ledger, Army Book 40, is used. 

In military hospitals of over forty beds the consumable articles such as fi18,s·par~:s4t4 
drugs and dressings held in the reserve store and all non -consumable articles (a). 

in possession of the unit are held on ledger charge, but directly consumable 
articles are issued from the· reserve store to the dispensary they are struck 
off ledger charge. Such issues are supported by dispensary indents on 
Army Book 30, which form the supporting issue vouchers for the ledger. Regns. M.S.A. 

In the case of smaller units the procedure is slightly different; the whole tl):8, para. 454 

of the medical equipment, including that in the dispensary, is held on ledger 
charge until the end of the year, when that remaining on charge is deducted 
from the total receipts, the difference between the two being shown as the 
expenditure. / , 

Medical equipment ledgers are balanced annually on March 31, and fi18,s·pa~t;t. 
forwarded within thirty days with all supporting vouchers to the Army 
Auditor in whose office the accounts are very thoroughly checked and whose 
observations, if any, are received in due course. In Commands where no 
Army Auditor is appointed the accounts are sent to the Under Secretary of 
State (F.7), the War Office. 

The medical equipment accounts of military hospitals in charge of a fi18,s.p;!.S4t5 
C.M.P. are rendered for audit through.a Quartermaster nominated by the (b). 

D.D.M.s. of the Command. The Quartermaster has to sign the examination 
of the account certificate on A.F. I.1210 and on A.B.40 and is responsible 
for securing any necessary explanations or adjustments that may subsequently 
arise thereon. 

Also at the end of the year a balance sheet of medical equipment is f~sp~·~5t 
prepared (A.F. 1.1200). On this form is shown the whole of the medical 
equipment remaining on ledger charge as on March 31. It also gives the 
expenditure of consumable items which has taken place during the year. 

From these returns the D.D.M.S., the Army Auditor, and the War Office 
are able, to an extent, to judge whether stocks of drugs are being held in 
excess of requirements. 

So much for the accounting for medical equipment; the next item is the 
maintenance of stocks. 

Indents to replenish stocks are prepared half-yearly on Army Form fil8,spar~·~91: 
I.1209 and submitted to the War Office through the D.D.M.S. of ·the 
Command. Normally only such items as are authorized by regulations 
should be asked for, but where unauthorized drugs or appliances are required 
and included in the indents, a full explanation of the circum-stances which 
render them necessary has to accompany the demand. 

Indents for each half-year should normally be based on the expenditure 
during the corresponding half of the previous year. For example, if indents 
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32 Duties of a Quartermaster's Department in Peace 

are being prepared for the period October I, 1934, to March 31, 1935, the 
demand would normally be based on what was actually expended during 
the period October I, 1933, to March 31, 1934. . 

f9'l8,sj,ar~:s:i~2 The purpose of the regulations is to avoid excessive demands and at 
and 398. the same time to prevent the necessity for intermediate indents and this is 

not altogether an easy matter. 
One of the reasons which makes it difficult to avoid intermediate demands 

is a sudden run on certain drugs which could not have been foreseen when 
the half-yearly demand was prepared. This is generally due to changes or 
new ideas in the method of treatment and often coincides with the arrival 
of new medical officers. 

Regns. M.S.A. I h fit' . d t t b 'd d d 1938, para. 398. n suc cases, 0 course, supp emen ary m en s canno e avOl e an 
these have to be accompanied by an explanation giving the reasons which 
make them necessary. 

In cases of urgency drugs can, however, be purchased locally, but the 
f9'l8,"par~'~o1: covering approval of the 'D.D.M.S. ~as to be applied for at once. The 

D.D.M.S. can, of course, refuse to give covering approval in cases. where 
he considers sufficient urgency did not exist to warrant local purchase. The 
trouble with local purchases, particularly at some stations overseas, is that 
a much higher price has to be paid, compared with the cost if the articles 
were obtained from Army sources. 

Bills for articles purchased locally are, after approval, passed to the 
Command Paymaster for payment and the drugs are taken on charge in the 
ledger. 

The replacement of medical stores becomes necessary for various reasons ; 
for example :~ . . . 

(1) The expenditure of consumable articles such as drugs, dressings 
X-ray films. 

(2) The replacement of glass articles which are broken by. accident or 
otherwise. 

(3) The replacement of non-consumable stores which have become 
unserviceable through fair wear and tear, have become lost or damaged 
beyond repair. 
. The expenditure of consumable stores is, of course, supported by issues 
to the dispensary on Army Book 30. 

The replacement of broken glass articles is either covered by Army 
filg,sp~'~i~: Form 1.1229 (Accidental Breakage Certificate), or by personal charges. 

Clinical thermometers, if written off as a charge against the public, have to 
be supported by Army Form 1.1230, signed by the D.D.M.S. 

As regards non-consumable stores which become unserviceable through 
fair wear and tear,' these are usually collected into store and are brought 
before a Board of Survey which assembles once a year in October. This 
Board decides which articles are good enough to be sent for repair and 

fil8,spar~'~21: which should be destroyed as no longer serviceable. The proceedings, of 
this Board after approval by the D.D.M.s. form 'the voucher .in support of 
the articles shown as destroyed and written off charge. -
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J. ·G. Eves 33 

As regards losses or damages to non-consumable stores other than glass 
articles, these are dealt with in accordance with King's Regulations. If the 
charge is against an officer or nursing sister, Army Form 0.1680 (Paymasters' 
Debit Voucher) is used; if against a soldier on the hospital staff the amount f9tr."par~:si~2 
is paid through the soldier's account and Army Form P.1963 (list of men and 416. 
placed under stoppages) is used; the write-off in the ledger being supported 
by Army Form P.1925 (Expense Store Voucher-General Service). In the 
case of p~tients Army Book 51 (Personal Charge Book) is us~d.: 

In cases where there is doubt as to whether the loss or damage should Regns. M.S.A. 

be borne by an individual, Army Form I.1230 (Report of Deficient or 1938, para. 416. 
Damaged Medical Equipment) is completed and submitted to the D.D.M.s. 
for decision. 

In addition to indents to replace items expended, lost, broken, or worn 
ou.t, items requiring repair have to be dealt with. Indents for repairs should Regns. M.S.A. 

be included as far as possible in the half-yearly demands; if, however, the 1938, para. 420. 

article or articles are urgently required, an indent is submitted at once. 
Minor repairs such as grinding, polishing and setting of knives, saws and 

scissors, hard and soft soldering, repairs to splints and small sterilizers, Regns. M.S.A.· 

can usually be carried out at the Army Medical Store, Woolwich, but such !~~84,&~ras. 421 

items as replating and renewals of parts, repairs to articles made of rubber, 
vulcanite, or glass, and repairs to the various surgical instruments are carried 
out by contractors at home. In all cases where instruments, etc., are sent f9'f8,spa~'~2t 
to contractors for repair, receipts for the articles should invariably be 
obtained. 

Repairs to medical panniers and similar articles may be carried out locally 
in R.A.O.C. workshops or, as an alternative, if this work cannot be done there,-f9!8,spar~'~~: 
the D.D.M.S. can autJ;lOrize such slight and inexpensive repairs to be carried 
out by local tradesmen at the public expense. 

Similarly minor repairs to electro-therapeutic equipment may be referred f9'f8,spar~'~21: 
to the C.R.E. for local repair. 

What has been said so far deals generally with normal equipment in use 
during peace. In addition to this, field medical equipment is stored in 
readiness at certain stations at home during peace for issue to units, medical 
and others, directly mobilization is ordered. 

This equipment has frequently to be Inspected and. overhauled and a 
turnover made of the 'perishable articles to ensure that the equipment when 
required is in a serviceable condition. At some' stations at home, where f9'fs,s,p ~~s~~: 
stores for the large field medical units, such as general hospitals, are held, 444-;51. 
a special staff is allowed, as the turnover and care of this equipment in.volves 
a tremendous amount· of work. 

This mobilization medical equipment is inspected on January. f and 
July'1 each year by a Board of medical officers, and the Board should be 
composed as far as possible of those detailed for duty with the unit on Re.ns. M.S.A. 

mobilization. When dental equipment forms part of the mobilization 1938, para. 451 . 
. equipment; a dental officer should be included as a member of the Board. 
'3 . 
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34 -Duties of a Quartermaster's Department in Peace. 

Medical mobilization equipment has to be kept ready for issue at any 
time and reserves exclusively for the Unit to which it is allotted. 

f9:f8,sj,":'14~' At home, no portion of it may be used in peace without special War Office 
authority obtained through the usual channels. 

At stations abroad, such equipment may be used in emergencies at -the 
discretion of the G.O.C.-in-C. 

On no account is.medical mobilization equipment allowed to be used on 
manceuvres: 

(c) Ordnance Equipment. 

In peace-time, few transactions are carried out direct with the R.A.O.C., 
and these are mostly by the Company and concern such items as clothing 
and necessaries, tentage, instructional equipment for camps, public clothing, 
and the personal equipment of the troops. 

. . Indents for equipment required to complete to scale or to replace un
Pt:'f.Pi93l~';.';~: serviceable articles are submitted monthly to the D.A.D.O.S. on Army Form 
405. G. 997. This form is also used to indent for materials for the repair of 

respirators. 
For camp equipment Army Form G.968 is used, and for small arm 

ammunition Army Form G.812. As regards camp equipment, if the 
quantities required are small, Army Form G. 997 maybe used instead of the 
G.968 .. 

In addition: to indenting for ordnance stores, it is sometimes necessary 
Equip.· Regns. to return them for repair, and in such cases a workshop indent, Army Form 
ro5~,1932,para. G. 1045, is submitted to the D.A.D.O.S., who arranges for the articles to be 

repaired at R.A.O.C. workshops. 
.. All equipment on charge to a unit is accounted for in the Equipment 

~~'f,Pi93l~;;: Ledger (Army Book 253). The ledgers will remain open and in use until 
I, para. 1. called for by the Army Auditor or the War Office, for audit. When so called 

for, they will be balanced and the balances carried into new ledgers. 
Appendix 1, There is a special Appendix in the Equipment Regulations which gives 
Eqwp. Regns. f 11 . . -" h k . f . t I d 1932, Pt. 1. U mstructlOns .tor t e eepmg 0 eqmpmen e gers. 

Whilst on the subject of equipment it might be mentioned that R.A.M.C. 
. and A.D. Corps personnel below the rank of Warrant Officer, Class I, do not 

EqUIp. Regns. - k . h th th' I' t h . . f . Pt. 1, 1932, para. ta e WIt em elr persona eqmpmen w en movmg rom one statIOn to 
145,etseq. h h Th I t k th' t' . t W· h anot er at ome. ey on y a e err an I-gas resprra ors. en, 

however, they proceed from home to stations abroad, or vice versa, they take 
their respirator, haversack, water-bottle, braces with buckle, and mess· tin, 
but leave behind their white walking-out belt, their web equipment belt, 
pack with supporting straps, and attachments brace. 

Equip. Regns. Officers, R.A.M.C. and The Army Dental Corps,' and m~mbers of the 
~7~,1932,para. Q.A.I.M.N.S. also take with them their respirators when moving fro~ one 

station to another, except to India. 
Whilst on the subject of equipment, it might be of interest to mention 

that an officer on first appointment to the R.A.M.C. and The A.D. Corps 
~~"f;i93r.=!·. receives a free htitial issue of. camp kit including a camp bedstead, pillow, 279. 
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J. G. Eves 35 

groundsheet, washstand, basin, bath, bucket and chair, also three new brown ~eg~s~or 1~'J;', 
blankets. This kit is maintained at the expense of the owners. para. 761. 

Members of the Q.A.I.M.N.S. also get a free issue of this camp kit when 
first ordered on active service. . 

In addition to this, officers of the R.A.M.C. and The A.D. Corps who are 
granted permanent commissions get a free issue of a pair of binoculars and a Equip. Regns. 

prismatic compass. These two items remain his personal property, provided ~: 1, 1932 ,para. 

the officer serves four years, otherwise, unless there are some special reasons, . 
they must be returned to store in a serviceable condition, or be paid for. 

As regards clothing and necessaries, units are supposed to maintain a fJ36, ~a~a~6~ s. 

sufficient stock to meet requirements for three months. 
An N.D.O. or storekeeper and sometimes both (depending upon the size 

of the Company) are required to carry out the work of the store, which 
consists in keeping stocks clean and free from such pests as moths, silver
fish or " woolly bear," preparing indents to meet requirements and keeping 
the transactions posted to date in the clothing ledger. 

Indents on Army Form H. 1181 for personal clothing and necessaries 
on payment, and on Army Form H. 1179A for free issues, are prepared monthly r,436, ~a~a~. nut 

by the Company Officer, and issues to the Company are made by the Quarter- 358,andApp.l. 

master. 
The price's of the articles issued on payment are entered on Army Form 

H: llSI, and the individual concerned signs for them at the foot of the form Clo. Re g n s, 

and inserts date received. This form, together with A.F.R. 1181A, showing ~~:~. 2.APP• 1. 

total number of each article sold, their value, and the total amount to be 
recovered from the company, is forwarded as early as possible and not later . 
than one week before end of the account period, to the Regimental Paymaster fJgi;, R Ap~.n i; 
for pre-audit. The Regimental Paymaster return A.F.R. 1181 to the para. 2. 

Company Commander who charges the amounts against the individuals 
in the pay and messrolls, and credits the total to the public in the company 
account. 

The R.P. retains A.F.H. 1181A as a voucher to the company account. 
Indents for clothing and necessaries are prepared on Army Form G. 997 Clo. Re g n •. 

and are submitted ,to the D.A.D.O.S. of the area. 19~6, para. 347. 

All transactions are accounted' for in the clothing ledger; Army Book 
285. This ledger is closed and balanced at the same time as the equipment Cl R o. e g n s. 
ledger. When the ledger is closed a stocktaking board is assembled to count 1936, 2A6 PPd' 928' paras. an _ . 
the articles actually remaining in store and the proceedings .of the board are . 
recorded on Army Form H. 1164 which accompanies the clothing ledger when 
forwarded for audit. 

Mobilization Clothing and Equipment.-Under the heading of Ordnance 
Equipment a few words might be said in regard to the system of the storage 
in peace of clothing and equipment required to clothe and equip reservists 
who report for duty at the various R.A.M.C. companies at home on mobiliza
tion. 

The arrangement generally is that these reservists, under instructions 
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. Mob. Regns. 
. 1932, para. 44. 

36 Duties of a Quartermaster's Department in 'Peace 

.from the Officer i/c Records, join for duty on mobilization at the depot and 
headquarters of the variousR.A.M.C. companies at home, and as it is necessary 
that these reservists should be clothed and equipped immediately on joining, 
steps have to be taken in peace to store sufficient equipment, clothing, and 
necessaries to enable this to be carried out. . 

Briefly what happens is this :-
The Officer i/c Records keeps O.sC. R.A.M.C. companies informed as 

to the reservists who will join the company on mobilization and their distribu
tion to units. 

iii3t ~a~a~~&: The O.C. the R.A.M.C. Company is responsible for completing an Army 
Form G. 1091 for each reservist due to join his company. This form shows 
in detail the equipment and clothing which have to be issued to the man 

fJS6, RA~:' nIt on mobilization. When the reservist joins on mobilization this Army Form 
. para. 4. is handed to him and the articles showl). thereon are issued from store, and 

the reservist signs the form in acknowledgment of their receipt. 
In the days prior .to the Great War, the complete kit of each reservist 

was kept separate and ready for issue when required, by means of a system 
of-racks which were provided for the purpose. 

Cl R . Nowadays the whole of the clothing and necessaries are held in bulk in o. egns. 
1936, 9APPd' 1104, the original cases and bales as received from the R.A.O.C. The description, paras. an . 

size and number of articles, also the date' of packing, are marked on the 
end of cases and bales, and these are arranged in the store so that the markings 
can be easily read. 

1
C9l30 ;, Re g n 86, A record of the dates marked on bales, packages, etc., held for reservists u, paras. 

i~~ 11 of APP .. is kept in S.O. Book 136. In the case of articles which require fitting, Units 
are allowed.to hold 10 per cent. spares. 

Clothing and boots of abnormal sizes are not stored in peace. 
Any "special size." articles required will normally be issued from the 

fJS6, RA~:' 'it Unit's three months' peace stock or by exchange with neighb~uring Units, 
para. 4. or by indent from the Clothing Depot supplying the area. In the case of 

special size boots, these may, where necessary, be purchased locally, provided 
the cost does not exceed military rates. 

A Turnover Book (Army Book 333) is kept by officer~ who hold mobiliza-
tion equipment and reservists' kits' on charge. Into this book are entered 

Cl R 
any items which the officer holding the equipment has reason to think may 

o. e g n s. 
1936, lA4PP'd1145' have deteriorated and considers should be specially turned over, irrespective paras. an . 

·of date of packing or manufacture (normally a turnover is made of articles 
which have been stored for five years or more), also any articles which may 
have been superseded by a later pattern. 

?~~6, RAe:. nl~: There is a good deal of work in the care and preservation of reservists 
pardas

C
' )17lCa), Cb) kits; snch articles as' boots, knives, forks, razors and mess tins require 

an c. 
- . periodical inspection; Knives and forks should be inspected frequently and 

·wiped with an oily rag at least once every twelve months. 
Instructions for the general care and preservation of clothing are laid down 

in Clo. Regns. 1936; App. 11. 
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J. G. Eves 37 

Arrangements should be made to exchange articles found to be defective 
at periodical examinations. 

Clothing and necessaries held for reservists are inspected once a year by fJ~6, RA~:' nIt 
the D.A.D.O.S. para. 19. 

The clothing and necessaries are not marked until after issue to reservists. 
Mobilization clothing and nece~saries are normally accounted for in a Clo. Re g n.

ledger, Army Book 284A, and this'is balanced and rendered for audit once ~;::.'32~PP. 2, 
a year at the same time as the ordinary peace clothing ledger. 

Having dealt with duties in connexion with the charge of buildings, 
R.E. fixtures, and the various stores and equipment, this might, before going 
on to the next heading, be' a suitable moment to say a few words on the 
general procedure which has to be carried out when a change takes place 
in the command of a Military Hospital and Company, R.A.M.C. 

Buildings and R.E. Fixtures.-Arrange~ents are made with the Garrison 
Engineer for a representative from his department to carry out, with the 
Quartermaster, a complete inspection of the buildings and R.E. fixtures on 
charge. (This inspection does not usually include married quarters which 
are occupied, as the occupants are responsible for meeting any deficiencies 
or damages noted on vacation.) 

Barrack and Hospital Equipment.-Similar arrangements are made with 
the Officer ijc Barracks for a representative from his department to carry 
out a complete check of the barrack and hospital equipment on charge to 
wards and departments of the military hospital, and also in the barrack 
rooms and outhouses, messes, etc., but not occupied married quarters. 

Medical Equiprrient.-It is not necessary for the officer taking over to 
check every item of medical equipment. He should, however, at once take 
steps to test the accuracy of the stock of such stores by comparing certain 
items with the ledger balance. 

There seems no object in a new commanding officer wasting much of his 
valuable time during the period of taking over by checking common and 
inexpensive drugs, but it is well to check dangerous and costly drugs and 
the more valtiable and important instruments and items of equipment. 

A certificate has to be furnished to' the effect that he has tested the 
accuracy of stocks and has no reason to doubt the general agreement of the 
stock with the balance as shown in the ledger. This certificate has to be 
forwarded to the local auditor. 

Clothing.-Normally a regimental board is assembled to take stock of 
the clothing and necessaries and verify the ledger balance; however, if the 
officer taking over charge considers it unnecessary, the board may be dis
pensed with, but he is held responsible for the correctness of the clothing 
taken over and must sign the necessary certificate which accompanies, and 
supports the ledger when sent for audit. 

Equipment.--:-The procedure is ~he same as for clothing. 

(To be continued.) 
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